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Ladder bracelets are one of our most popular projects, so we are always 
excited when we are able to share a new twist on the simple ladder stitch. 
This project takes two basic techniques, laddering and silk wrapping, and 
combines them into one harmonious wrap. Once you have mastered this 
combination the design possibilities are endless! In this handout we go 

over the importance of choosing the proper laddering threads, tips for silk 
wrapping over threads and leather, adding charms to the bracelet, and 

finishing off the button loop. So, come join us for a fun project that is upbeat 
and ready to hit the dance floor!

Please read through the handout completely before beginning your project.
Thank you and happy beading!



Getting Started: Choosing Your Materials

The first thing to remember when designing a ladder bracelet is that the thread you choose to ladder 
with is soley dependent on the hole size of your bead(s). You want the thread to easily pass through 
your beads two times, but not so loose the beads shake or spin excessively. Our Stitchionary is a great 
place to find this kind of information, but if you have a specific question feel free to contact us directly. 
Each bracelet has an Ingredients Page which has the laddering thread we recommend for the beads 
used in that particular design.

Preparing Your Design Board  

For this sample, we are doing a 3-wrap bracelet which 
needs approximately 55 inches of leather doubled in 
half. You will set up your project in the same way as a 
regular ladder bracelet: threading your leather and your 
laddering thread (3 yards) through the button shank or 
holes and then attaching it to the board. You may need 
to use a piece of scrap stringing material in order to 
make your project reach all the way around the board. 
If you have never made a ladder bracelet, we highly 
recommend watching our video, Tricks to Laddering.

Starting Your Bracelet

Start your project with a section of Silk 
Wrapping using C-lon. Cut a length 
of C-Lon 12 inches. You will silk wrap 
using C-Lon over both your leather 
and your laddering thread. This silk 
wrap keep the button from moving 
around and anchors the leather and 
laddering thread so you can start your 
project. For detailed instructions on 
how to silk wrap, please watch our 
video, How to Silk Wrap.

Your laddering threads will be 
visible below your first silk wrap.
Before adding any beads to ladder, 
separate your threads and bring 
each over the outside of the leather 
closest to it. Then bring them under 
the leather and up through the 
middle between the leather. This 
positions your threads and will help 
your first bead to sit snugly between 
the two pieces of leather. At this 
point, you can start laddering your 
beads. You will bring your thread 
through the bead from opposite 
directions. 

Repeat the over, under and through 
for the next bead and continue 
laddering until your section measures 
approximately 1½- 2 inches in length. 
Using the same number of beads 
for every section gives your design 
continuity, but it is really a personal 
choice if you want them consistent 
or random.For the sample shown, 
we have chosen to do sections of 7 
beads.

http://beadshop.com/projects/youtube-videos/stitchionary
http://www.beadshop.com/projects/youtube-videos/tricks-to-laddering
http://beadshop.com/projects/youtube-videos/kimono-cord-silk-wrapping


Note: If you are using a laddering thread that is fairly thick, it can be tricky to hide the squre knot under 
your silk wrap. Make sure to work slowly and just do your best to cover the square knot. Please expect 
imperfections as they are part of the beauty of this project! In the end, no one (except you!) will notice the 
occassional bump under the silk wrap.

Using a thread zapper, singe off the 
excess tails of the silk wrap. Make 
sure NOT to melt your laddering 
threads that are sticking out from 
underneath! If you have taped them 
down, this should be pretty easy to 
avoid.

It is helpful to tape your laddering 
thread taught at the bottom of the 
design tray so that it lays nicely 
alongside the leather while you are 
silk wrapping. Remove the tape 
when you are ready to continue 
laddering.

Now you are ready to silk wrap. Cut 
a length of C-Lon 12 inches. As you 
silk wrap, count the number of times 
you go around your leather so that 
each wrapped section is similar in 
length. The sample above is about 
10 wraps. Also make sure the loop 
of the silk wrap rests inside the 
middle of your wrap. 

You have now completed one laddering section. Continue these steps until your bracelet is the desired 
length. We made this sample into a 3 wrap bracelet.

Once you have laddered your first 
section, tie a square knot with your 
threads. This knot is just to hold the 
thread in place and bring the two pieces 
of leather together. it will be covered up 
by the silk wrap, so it does not have to 
look beautiful.



At any point in time you can also add a 
charm to your bracelet. Once you are at 
the end of a laddering section, untie your 
bracelet from the board and string a charm 
directly onto one of your strands of leather. 

You can then strap your bracelet back onto 
the board and complete your silk wrap as 
normal. Make sure that your charm is not 
twisted in any of the laddering thread or it 
will not dangle properly from your bracelet.

After your last section of beads, 
do a final square knot with your 
laddering threads. You could do 
multiple knots if you feel comfortable 
silk wrapping over them, but one 
square knot is sufficient. Glue over 
the knot to secure it and let the glue 
dry completely.

Take your bracelet off the board once 
more and hold your button up against 
the end of your bracelet to measure for 
your button hole. Once you know how 
large you want the button hole to be, 
you can put your bracelet back on the 
board and complete another silk wrap. 
Repeat burning off the leftover C-Lon 
with your thread zapper.

Once the glue is dry, you can silk 
wrap over the knot(s) and laddering 
threads. After the glue has dried, 
try on your bracelet to make sure 
that it’s the desired length. If you 
are certain you don’t need to add 
any more beads, you can singe 
your laddering threads off with your 
thread zapper 



You can now either knot the leather ends after the last silk wrap or you can leave them a bit long, 
add beads to your leather and knot beneath them. Once you have completed these finishing 

touches, your bracelet is ready to wear! 

We are always available to answer your questions on techniques, threads, projects and products. 
We can be reached at info@beadshop.com or telephone 650 475-0101. Thank you. We hope you 

enjoy this project. We would love to share your designs and inspirations with our beading friends on 
Facebook.


